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模型；将改进随机森林模型与原始随机森林模型、ANN 模型和 SVM 模型做出实
验比较。 


































Along with our country economy and society's rapidly expand, the economic 
activity is day-by-day active, the service day-by-day multiplication, Economic 
activity is facing many risks in the economic activity, enterprise's credit risks are one 
which of most important. It is important to establishes one objectively, effective, the 
consummation enterprise credit scoring model.  
Essence question of the enterprise credit scoring model may regard as in the 
pattern recognition classification and the classify problem. Now there are many 
models based on artificial intelligence for example: artificial neural networks (ANN), 
support vector machines (SVM) model. They are majority single classify models. 
These models face the enterprise credit scoring data with more noises, complex, large 
quantity, often difficult to makes the very good progress. One with high stability, the 
good tolerance noise combination classifier -- random forest (Random Forest, RF) 
was introduced. By making the improvement in predecessor's research to the random 
forest algorithm, the more efficiency and the higher rate of accuracy enterprise credit 
scoring model was established. 
This dissertation's prime task include: summarized the necessity of establishment 
enterprise credit scoring model, as well as credit scoring model development process; 
The brief introduction random forest algorithm's correlation theories, has realized the 
primitive random forest algorithm; In view of the primitive random forest algorithm, 
all trees participates in the forest in the voting the shortcoming. We make the 
improvement using the evolution algorithm. In the improvement of algorithm, more 
effective trees were chosen in the forest to carry on the decision-making. Through the 
improvement of random forest algorithm, the characteristic selection, the data 














model will be compared to the primitive random forest model, the ANN model and 
the SVM model in the experiment. 
 This dissertation analyzes through the experiment, improved random forest model 
compared to the ANN model and the SVM model indicate the higher rate of accuracy; 
Compares to the primitive random forest model, not only has the large enhancement 
in the time efficiency, also has improvement in each category's rate of accuracy and in 
the whole judgment's rate of accuracy. The experiment indicated that the improved 
random forest can be used to establish highly effective, consummation enterprise 
credit scoring model. This dissertation also uses the random forest’s characteristic to 
test the enterprise credit factors’ importance. Compared to the tradition artificial 
intelligence algorithm the improved random forest model has more usability.  
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